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EDUCATION
Ph. D., Political Science, 2006. Johns Hopkins University
MA in Political Theory (with distinction), 2000. University of Essex
Licenciatura in International Relations (BA/MA equivalent), 1999. El Colegio de México

PROFESSIONAL APPOINTMENTS

Haverford College
Associate Professor (with tenure), Department of Political Science, 2016- present
Associate Professor (without tenure), Department of Political Science, 2014-2016

Yale University
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science and the Council for Latin American and Iberian Studies, the Macmillan Center, 2006-2014

University of Notre Dame
Concurrent Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Notre Dame, 2005-2006.

RESIDENTIAL FELLOWSHIPS

ACLS Frederick Burkhardt Fellowship for Recently Tenured Scholars 2019, in residence at the

Institute for Advanced Study (Sabbatical leave from Haverford)
Member, School of Social Science, 2017-1018

Princeton University, Laurance S. Rockefeller Visiting Fellow, University Center for Human Values (Sabbatical leave from Yale), 2013-2014

Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE) Visiting Assistant Professor, División de Estudios Políticos, (Sabbatical leave from Yale), 2009-2010.

University of Notre Dame, Carey Postdoctoral Fellow, Erasmus Institute, 2005-2006.
PUBLICATIONS

Books


Subject of a panel with comments from Melvin Rogers (UCLA) and Michelle Ferguson (University of Colorado, Boulder), Chris Lebron (Yale) and John McCormick (Chicago), in “Articulating Politics: An Author-Meets-Readers Conference,” Neubauer Collegium for Politics and Society, University of Chicago, April 25-25, 2015.

Subject of a symposium with comments from Claudio López-Guerra (Political Studies, CIDE), Faviola Rivera (Philosophy Institute, UNAM), Pedro Salazar Ugarte (Law Institute, UNAM), and Benjamin Arditi (Political Science, UNAM). Centro de Capacitación del Tribunal Electoral del Poder Judicial de la Federación and División de Estudios Politicos, and CIDE, Mexico City. August 4, 2011.

Reviewed in *Perspectives on Politics, Public Books, Environment and Planning* and *Political Theory*.

Edited Book


Peer Reviewed Journal Articles


**Invited Refereed Articles**


**Book Chapters**


**Peer Reviewed Encyclopedia Article**

**Reviews**


**Monograph in preparation**
*Rights of Place: Territory, Property and Jurisdiction in the Americas*

**Articles in Reviews of Ideas**
“¿Qué tiene de malo el muro?” *Nexos*, April 2014.


“Hannah Arendt y los Cronopios,” *Metapolítica*, Vol.6 (2002), n. 21

Translation of William E. Connolly, “Los límites de la pluralización”, *Metapolítica,*
Vol.6 (2002), n. 21.

Media

GRANTS, FELLOWSHIPS (as faculty)
Fellowship. ACLS Frederick Burkhardt Fellowship for Recently Tenured Scholars. 2019
Research Continuity Fund. Haverford College.
Fellowship. School of Social Science, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton. 2017-18
Faculty Research Award. Haverford College.
Tri-Co Mellon Brainstorming grant (with Joel Schlosser). Tri-College Consortium.
Fellowship. University Center for Human Values, Princeton University.
Faculty Development Improvement and Innovation Grant. Council for Latin American and Iberian Studies. MacMillan Center, Yale University
Council for Latin American and Iberian Studies, Yale University, for the conference “Walls and Fences: The Ethics and Politics of Border Barriers”, Yale University, April 2012.
The Edward and Dorothy Clark Kempf Memorial Fund, for the conference “Walls and Fences: The Ethics and Politics of Border Barriers”, Yale University, April 2012.
John K. Castle Fund for Ethics and International Affairs, for the conference “Walls and Fences: The Ethics and Politics of Border Barriers”, Yale University, April 2012.
Hilles Publication Grant, Humanities Center, Yale University for The Time of Popular Sovereignty.
Fellowship. CIDE.
Faculty Development Improvement an Innovation Grant. Council for Latin American and Iberian Studies. MacMillan Center. Yale University

GRANTS, FELLOWSHIPS, HONORS, AND AWARDS (as student)
Telmex Grant. Undergraduate Studies. 1997-1998
Colmex Grant. Undergraduate Studies. 1996-1997
Pemex Grant. Undergraduate Studies. 1994-1996

INVITED TALKS (including Job Talks) and KEYNOTES
2019
“Who are the People in Populism?” Committee on Social Theory, University of Kentucky, February 8.

2018
“Just Borders: Place Specific Duties and the Rights of Immigrants,” Political Science, Stockholm University, November 21.
“The Desert Island Model of People and Territory,” History Department, Rutgers University, March 23.

2017
“What is Wrong with Border Walls?,” Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton. October 26.
“Utopias and Topian Thinking” Political Theory Workshop, Department of Political Science Columbia University, NY, April 5.
“What is Wrong with Border Walls?” Columbia University Seminar in Political and Social Thought, Columbia University, NY. February 23.
“Just Borders: Place-Specific Duties and the Rights of Immigrants” Rock Ethics Institute and Philosophy Department, Penn State University. January 27.

2016
“Taking Place Seriously,” Department of Law and Legal Studies, Carleton University, Ottawa, September 23.
“Utopias and Topian Thinking,” Graduate Theory Workshop, Political Science Department, University of Pennsylvania, May 11.

2015
“Utopias and Topian Thinking,” Political Theory Workshop, Department of Government, Cornell University, March 12.

2014
“Taking Place Seriously” Department of Political Science, Temple University, September 2014.
“The empty place of politics” Workshop, Department of Religion, Princeton University. May 6.
“Utopias and Topian Thinking,” Department of Political Science, University of Copenhagen. March 14.
“Place-Specific duties and the Rights of Immigrants,” Department of Politics, University of Sheffield. March 12.
“Rethinking the People in the theory of Populism” Institute for Socio-Legal Studies, University of Oxford, March 10
“¿Qué tienen de malo los muros de la frontera?” Colegio de la Frontera Norte, Sede Tijuana, January 14.
“Place-Specific duties and the Rights of Immigrants,” UCSD, January 13.

2013
“Paradoxes of Popular Sovereignty,” Haverford College, November 19
“Paradoxes of Popular Sovereignty,” University of Houston, November 21
“Paradoxes of Popular Sovereignty,” University of Minnesota, November 25
“What is Wrong with Border Walls?”, Yale Law School SELA (Seminario en Latinoamérica de Teoría Constitucional y Política), Cartagena, Colombia, June 8.

2012
“Power to Whom?” Conference, “Populism: Historical and Normative Aspects,” University Center for Human Values, Princeton University, February.

2011
“People and Territory,” Yale Political Theory Workshop. October.
11.
“People and Territory,” Joint Sessions of the European Council of Political Theory, St Gallen, Switzerland. April 12-17.

2010

2009
“Paradojas del pueblo en el pensamiento político hispanoamericano,” Seminario de Ideas Políticas, CIDE, Mexico City. November 11.

2007
“The Time of the People,” Department of Political Science, New York University November 9.

2006
“On Political Theology and the Possibility of Superseding It,” Yale University, Department of Political Science, February.

2005
“The Time of the People,” San Francisco State University, Department of Political Science, November.

2004

INVITED PARTICIPATIONS IN SCHOLARLY SYMPOSIA

“Not Nations, but Places” Social Science Research Council Conference, New York, November 15
“A People, The People and Populism”, Ohio State University, November 9.

“Populism and the People” Iustitia Amplificata Research Center, Goethe Universität, Frankfurt, July 14.
“Territorial Grounds of Democracy: Territory, Property, and Jurisdiction in Juan de Solórzano’s Derecho Indiano.” Territorial Rights, Université de Québec à Montréal, April 21.

Symposium “The Future of American Political Thought, and Political Thought in America,” University of Houston, March 4-6.


Colloquium “Liberty and Liberalism in Mexico”, Liberty Fund. La Jolla, California, August 24-26.
Yale Law School SELA, (Seminario en Latinoamérica de Teoría Constitucional y Política) Cartagena, Colombia, June 5-8.
“Realism in Political Theory,” University Center for Human Values, Princeton University, February 15.

2012 Yale Law School SELA, (Seminario en Latinoamérica de Teoría
Constitucional y Política) SELA, Mexico City, June 5-8.

2010

2007:

PUBLIC TALKS
2018
“The Rights of Immigrants” Church of the Redeemer, Bryn Mawr. October 5.
“What is wrong with border walls?” to the Friends of the Institute of Advanced Study, Princeton.

2017

2012
“The Meaning of Community” Syracuse University, La Casita. March 3.

CONFERENCE ACTIVITY
2018
Author meets critics Angelica Bernal’s, Beyond Origins American Political Science Association, Boston, Aug 30.
Author meets critics Adrew Arato’s Adventures of Constitutional Power American Political Science Association, Boston, Sep 2.
“Comments on Zoran Oklopcic’s Beyond the People” Association for the Study of Nationalites. NY. May 4.

2017
“Legitimate people, legitimate territory?” American Political Science Association meeting, San Francisco, August 31.
“Borders and Boundaries Association for the Study of Nationalities, NY, May 3.

2016
“Borders and Boundaries” Association for the Study of Nationalities, May 3.

2015
“On Margaret Moore’s A Political Theory of Territory,” American Political Science Association meeting, San Francisco, September 2-6.
Discussant for “The National, The Local and the Continental” Association for Political Theory meeting, Boulder Colorado, Oct.

2014

2013
“Taking Place Seriously: Place-Sensitive Duties and the Political Rights of Immigrants,” American Political Science Association meeting, Chicago, August 28-31.
Discussant for the panel “Populism and Its Others,” Western Political Science Association Meeting. March 30.
Chair for the panel “Narrative and Genre in Political Theory,” International Conference for the Study of Political Thought. Yale University. March 2.

2012
“People and Territory,” accepted for American Political Science Association meeting,
New Orleans. August 31 (cancelled).

2011

2010
“People and “Pueblos” in Mexican Liberalism,” Association for Political Theory, Reed College, Portland OR. October 22.

2009
“Are Border Fences Justified?” Association for Political Theory, College Station, TX. October 22.
“Paradoxes of the People in Comparative Perspective,” American Political Science Association, Toronto, Canada. September 3.

2008
“What Is a People?” with Thomas Donahue, Association for Political Theory, Wesleyan University, Middleton CT, October 11.

2007
“Does Political Theology entail Decisionism?” presented at the American Political Science Association meeting, Chicago, August 31.
“Creative Freedom and the People as Process,” presented at the Western Political Science Association meeting, Las Vegas, March.

2006
“Nicholas of Cusa: Religion and Representation at the beginning of the Modern Age,” presented at the Northeastern Political Science Association meeting, Boston, November.

2005

2003  Chair for the panel, “Government and Commerce in Argentina and Mexico in the 19th and early 20th centuries” at the Latin American Studies Association meeting, Dallas, April 2-6.

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Haverford College (New Courses)

2016   “Sovereignty” 200 level.
2015   “Political Theory in the Global South: The case of Latin America” 200 level.
        “Borders, Immigration and Citizenship,” 200 level.
        “Senior Thesis Seminar” 300 level.
2014   “Introduction to Political Theory,” 100 level.
        “Contemporary Political Theory” 300 level.

Yale University

2013:  “Borders,” Political Science, Graduate Course.
        “Directed Studies: History and Politics,” 100 level.
        “Anarchy and Authority,” Political Science, Yale University, 300 level.
        “Sovereignty,” Political Science, 300 level.
        “The People,” Graduate course, Political Science, Graduate Course.
2009:  “Moral Foundations of Politics,” Political Science, 100 level (lecture course)
2008:  “Authority and Legitimacy,” Political Science, 300 level.
        “Moral Foundations of Politics,” co-taught with Ian Shapiro, Political Science, 100 level (lecture course).
        “Sovereignty,” Political Science, 300 level.
        “The People,” Graduate course, Political Science, Graduate Course.
2007:  “Authority and Legitimacy,” Political Science, 300 level.
        “Sovereignty,” Political Science, 300 level.
        “The Philosophy of Religion and Politics,” Political Science, Graduate course.
2006:  “Authority and Legitimacy,” Political Science, 300 level.
        “Sovereignty,” Political Science, 300 level.

University of Notre Dame

2006   “Authority and Legitimacy,” Political Science, 300 level.
STUDENTS
PhD students
Active Member of Committee/ Second reader: Anna Jurkevics. Hired as Assistant Professor, University of British Columbia; Matthew Longo. Hired as Assistant Professor, Leiden University; Joshua Simon. Hired as Assistant Professor, Columbia University; Angelica Bernal. Hired as Assistant Professor, University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

Dissertations in progress: Jan Smolenski (New School for Social Research)

Third reader: Justin Zaremby, Danilo Petranovich, Alexander Kirshner, Teresa Bejan, Andro Kitus (University of Tartu, Estonia)

Senior Theses
Haverford:
Julian Schneider, Ethan Adelman-Sil, Gabriel Delabra, Aidan Snyder, Dylan Reichman, Nicholas Kyriakoglou, Daniel Schiano, Iván Sánchez

Yale:
Luke Connell, Ana Mendez-Villamil, Ramón González, Daniel Walsh, Quingan Zhou, Francisco Liquido, Benjamin Darrington, Candice Andalia

SERVICE
To the Profession:
2015. Member of the APSA committee to select the American Political Science Review editorial team.
2015. Member of the “Best Article Award” committee APSA Migration and Citizenship Section
2011. Project Evaluator for FONDECYT (Fondo Nacional del Desarrollo Científico y Tecnológico), Government of Chile.


To Haverford and the Bi-Co:

2018-19 Member of Alternate Academic Council
Case Presenter to Academic Council
2016-17 Member of the Hiring Committee, Executive Director, CPGC.
Faculty Representative to Center for Peace and Global Citizenship Steering Committee
Faculty Representative to Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC)
2015-16  Faculty Representative to Center for Peace and Global Citizenship Steering Committee
Faculty Representative to Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC)

2014-15  Convener with Joel Schlosser (Bryn Mawr). Bi-Co Political Theory Workshop
Faculty Participant in Borderlands trip Center for Peace and Global Citizenship

**To Political Science and Yale College, Yale University:**

Graduate Admissions Committee  2007, 2011
Director, Political Theory Workshop  2008-2009

Referee for Council for Latin American and Iberian Studies Travel Grants  2011
Referee for Macmillan Center, Fox Fellowship  2011
CIPE Spanish & Latin American Fellowships Committee  2013

**OTHER PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES**

Editor for Yale “Political Theory in Translation.” (Latin America), Yale University Press. 2012

**LANGUAGES**

Spanish: Native speaker
French: Fluent
Italian: Conversational
German: Reading